Tsutenkaku Mishiran Guide

Welcome to Tsutenkaku!

Welcome to 通天閣

2F
To the observation elevators (5th floor)
Now, it's Time to Go to the Observation Platform!
Take the elevator directly from the 1st floor. Once inside, you will find yourself in the Tsutenkaku North Building, surrounded by the beautiful scenery of Shinsekai. The ride is quite fast and secure, so enjoy the view as you go up.
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Box Office
From here, you can get tickets for the observation platform, the Tsutenkaku Tower, and the Tsutenkaku Restaurant. Don't miss this opportunity to experience the unique architecture and history of Tsutenkaku.

Tsutenkaku Wakuwaku Land
opened, Food manufacturers’ special shops gather together here.

Tsutenkaku Wakuwaku Land, a place where you can enjoy various foods and drinks from different manufacturers.

Tsutenkaku, the symbol of Osaka, that towers over the town of Shinsekai, Osaka. Not just the tower, but every corner inside the tower has been remodeled. Now it's the hottest spot around, offering excitement every day. Enjoy making your way to the top of Tsutenkaku, and over and over again, filled with thrill and laughter!

MISHIRAN GUIDE

You should try making one!!

There are lots more. Moms for more!

Have a Great Time!!

Welcome!!

A Life-Size Figure of Robi-chan is Watchful Over the Peace of Shinsekai!

Robi-chan, the symbol of Tsutenkaku, is a popular character from the series "Tsutenkaku Robi." He's a great friend of Tsutenkaku fans and provides a welcoming presence.

Assorted Morinaga candies (with a pouch)

Tsutenkaku Wakuwaku Land opened on the 1st basement floor in December 2013!!

Located inside the Tsutenkaku Wakuwaku Land, this special shop offers limited edition products exclusive to this place. Don't miss the chance to get your hands on these exclusive items!